
• Good Morning Communities!

• I was asked by Juliette to give a talk on my experiences being a judge for Beautiful 
Scotland ….. To perhaps give an insight to what we do as judges and to also give 
an indication to what we are looking for on our Annual Grand Tour!

• As Judges we are all different, coming from different working backgrounds, 
different specialisms and from different parts of the country but one thing we do 
share is the passion for what we do, the communities we meet as we travel 
around Scotland and the pride for our Country  
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• No… this is not a judge from North Berwick!

• But one of my favourite sayings. For me it always gives me the hope that I will still 
be doing what I am doing when and if I get to be 90 but it lets me see as I go 
around the country, as a judge, that it takes all ages to shape your community and 
its one of these things that when volunteering it doesn’t matter what age you are.
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• I was driving home from an allotment meeting last week and was listening to four 
thought on radio 4 a presentation by Clare Richmond on the decline of high 
streets and what she perceives the best way forward to rekindle community and 
business involvement… Clare is very much a leading light in bringing local business 
and communities together and I thought to myself….

• Its your neighbourhood and indeed all the campaigns serve as a vehicle for the 
long lost (in some places) corner  village or town shop. Because where did you go 
to bump into people you hadnt seen for a while, to chat catch up with gossip and 
see what was going on in your community, the local shop! And in some cases 
where do you go now? …to your Beautiful Scotland Campaigns. It’s a basic human 
need to feel connected …to be part of something…and to feel you have achieved 
something…..read slide. Change business to communities
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And so…onto the judges for the Beautiful Scotland and apologies if I havent got all 
the its your neighbourhood judges here.! I am sure I will have to make a quick exit 
stage left after this event but since I am also one of the bus drivers home, I may not 
have that luxury! Anyway just to let you know we are all normal folk  who take great 
pride in coming to witness the work that you all do. We all say and feel the same 
thing…that we are privileged to see the work going on in the communities.
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• So how was it done in the past?

• One of the biggest shifts has been the change from Local authority led to 
Community led…still with LA involvement etc. 

• David Welch 

• How attitudes have changed 
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• Think 1960s but seriously, the shift from bonny plants to sustainability etc.
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And indeed another one of my fellow judges, Terry Stott recently put it perfectly in 
an article he gave recently…..
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• All judges have personal likes! But our training as judges focuses our minds on the 
three main pillars of the campaigns of hortucultural excellence environmental 
responsibility and community involvement.
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Its always nice to have a chuckle as you go round judging, it can be a long day 
travelling and something like this is gives you a little laugh along the 
way….Carnoustie
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Also Things that are unusual, perhaps there is a story behind the display and you can 
see in this award winning pallet garden from North Berwick there is 17 sports 
celebrated for the commonwealth games in this garden
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As Judges, theres nothing better than speaking to people! And to meet groups/ 
individuals along the tour helps. An its your neighbourhood group within an its your 
neighbourhood group if you like. And Im sure you all try to include as much of the 
community in your tours, although some of you may just have one site your entering.
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Judges are always on the lookout for something different and if it can be tied into 
local heritage…all the better. Dolphin from the air.
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As said previously at one time Campaigns may have focused on bedding standards 
but times move on and as you can see much can be achieved with sustainable 
planting and indeed many trends now are to mix  sustainable with annual bedding.
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Selling your community from the word go is key…As a judge I love hearing about 
heritage, what was and indeed what may be still in place today.

Seeing and hearing the pride in the community is one of the first things I pick up on.
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Who is teaching who, I wonder? Getting kids involved is amazing!, I never tire of 
hearing how children have made a difference to their local community, their 
enthusiasm, drive and indeed knowledge is fantastic! I had one child tell me about 
growing impatiens, collecting seeds and this help prevent disease.He also told me 
about how some cultivars can prevent poison ivy dermititis…although why he knew 
this…made me raise an eyebrow!
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Childrens involvement inevitably turns to schools involvement and what better for 
their eco groups, green flag committees to get involved with its your neighbourhood 
and other campaigns. I think if we can get gardeners from an early age interested 
and keep them interested, the industry of horticulture and assosciated environment 
industries are in safe hands.
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In one blink of an eye, you can see part of what the heritage in this snap. It may be 
that we as judges see many boats planted up as we tour round the country but 
coming from a coastal community, I can relate to the recyling opportunities boats 
have and what I think this slide is…Welcome to our community…we’re proud of it!
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Demonstrating year round activities and how you choose to do that facebook twitter 
instagram… I sound like I know what instagram is!! But this shows judges what they 
wont see on their tour and helps build up a rounded picture of the communities 
efforts
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Talking to people is key… I can speak for Scotland… or so my colleagues have told me 
but meeting groups or individuals along the tour shows judges how the community 
comes together and in this case…..
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We as judges know what it means to keep the campaigns going, you need good press 
and to spread the word of the great work you all do and indeed to encourage new 
membership so we are always delighted to pose for photographs!
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And indeed we are trained to pose for the camera!
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Obviously I didn’t make these slides myself!
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Always good to have photos on display that shows year round projects. Some like to 
have powerpoint presentations others photos or even albums but as long as you get 
your message across that’s the important thing.
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You can see John my fellow judge has expression taken from Dennis the Mennace in 
the background!
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Wee tip… Judges don’t always come armed for the weather so a brolly on the day 
helps or a wee bottle of water in the heat!
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• Sconeometer!

• My Judges and I want to thank you, all of you for your participation in your
communities, you are all leading lights in your community and with your groups as 
I said earlier  I liken you all to the village corner shoppe, you’re the hub for 
bringing people together to provide that vehicle for the very basic human need to 
feel part of a community and as a nation we are all playing our part in Keeping 
Scotland Beautiful!
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And finally… It wouldn’t be a presentation without a sell! …. Always on the look out 
for new judges  with support and training I can thoroughly recommend becoming a 
judge to have this common theme I spoke about earlier that somehow we are all 
connected through communities and to meet up with old and new groups is one of 
the highlights of my year.

Thank you for listening.
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